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Introduction
The dissertation deals with the audiovisual competences derived from the use of
smartphones principally, and it is specifically centered on the communication processes
based on the still image and audiovisual medium as a whole, with special emphasis on the
access, use and creation of media products by young people.

In the current context of technological transformation, the use of the image has been
democratized, the use of smartphones and tablets by adolescents has generated hte need to
reflect on the competences related to media literacy, which are acquired not only in a
formal context but also invisibly through the use of each new technological device.
Competences suffer from constant transformation through the evolving technological
environment, nowadays audiovisual is consumed and produced more and shared
ubiquitously.

Research Problem
Digital media consumption and production is rising constantly among young generations,
the use of multimodal messages in everyday communication processes such as selfies,
memes and other digital contents are increasing through the expanding Internet ubiquity
and smartphone penetration in societies. The need of an early education based in the
multiple literacies and 21st century skills should provide citizens with the ability to
decode and code digital media content, such as reflected during the last 20 years by media
literacy theorists. User productions as well as mediatized content of companies are
circulating continuously through multiple platforms and interfaces, such as messenger
channels like the mobile apps of Snapchat, WhatsApp or Telegram, and also through
social networks like Instagram or Facebook. “Screens have become constant elements in
all environments of human life, and changing thereby geographies and the traditional way
of seeing” (Pérez Tornero, 2008: 16), but the educational systems evolve in a
monolithically way, paying little attention to the overwhelming nature of the multimodal
and audiovisual media experiences the youngest generation are having (Dondis, 2008).
CISCO (2016) affirmedi n the report VNI Forecast that: “clobally, IP video traffic will be
82 percent of all consumer Internet traffic by 2020”, and this consumption, will be
primarily done through the smartphone (Ericsson, 2015).

Figure 1. Share of total Tv-time by group, done on respective device (Ericsson, 2015: 14)

Efforts in the field of digital literacy and media literacy have been pursued by European
and international wide research groups and organizations during the last 20 years (Pérez-
Tornero, J.M.; Fraug-Meigs, D.; Kotilainen, S,; Buckingham, D.; Livingstone, S.; Pereira,
S.; Pinto, M.; Hobbs, R.; Fedorov, among others). Multimodal literacy has been a recent
area of focus in the dissertation here exposed, but inspired through previous research
experiences in the field of Visual Literacy, Film Literacy and Media Literacy. After
implementing an action-research project about the acquisition of basic Visual Literacy
competences by Kindergarten students, the focus shifted to the study of the state of art of
the implementation of Film Literacy in different educational settings in Spain. Personal
research was developed in the frame of the collaboration in two European Projects
“European Media Literacy Education Study” (2014) and “Showing Films and Other
Audiovisual Content in European Schools - FilmEd” (2015) and the participation at
different conferences Media Education Futures in Tampere (2014), European Media
Literacy Forum in Paris (2014) and Media Literacy Meets Varsaw (2015).
After having experiences with 5 year old children who learned about semiotics and
acquired basic image-reading skills; and observing how unreflective the use of film and
audiovisual content in Spanish schools is, the dissertation has the aim of focusing on the
mobile device use by teenagers and the relation of their critical consumption and
production of multimodal content. The term “multimodal” comes from the tradition of
semiotics discourse theories and was coined by Kress & van Leeuwen (2001) in their
work of Reading Images: The Grammar of Visual Design, where aspects of decoding
images from a semiotic aspect are worked

“All texts are multimodal . . . There is a trend in which, increasingly, the written text is no longer
structured by linguistic means . . . but visually, through layout, through the spatial arrangement of
blocks of text, of pictures and other graphic elements on the page (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1998).

Research objective:
The main objective is to assess media and audiovisual competences and observe their
acquisition through the use of mobile devices, with a special focucs on the risks and
benefits related to smartphone use and their audiovisual creations.

Methods
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Methodology
The designed methodology will explore how the media literacy formative plan can modify
certain skills measured through media competence indicators, such as the students’ critical
thinking, data sharing awareness, privacy management, audiovisual language knowledge,
(Ferrés and Piscitelli, 2011) and also based on the Common Sense Media’s Digital
Literacy and Citizenship curriculum (K-12) informed by the researchers of the Good Play
Project of Project Zero – Harward University in 2012 (James et al., 2009)
• Documental analysis of media literacy indicators
• Two case studies of schools (one with a formative programme in audiovisual literacy

with smartphones and another as control group)
• Focus group with students aged 14-18 years old in secondary school, since previous

research has shown media competences breach between this two ages (Idoyaga et
al., 2010; de la Piscina et al., 2011).

• Participant observation at the two different schools
• Evaluation of audiovisual competences through a student-modelled and user-

friendly assessment tool CAT (Computerized Adaptive Testing) and completed with
the evaluation of their digital media work online.

Expected Results
The progress of the dissertation so far is based on a complete literature review composed
by the state of the art about the social context of smartphone uses and production of digital
media made by teenagers in formal and non formal scenarios, followed by the definition
of media competences and establishment of personalized assessment models.
The indicators have been drafted and tests with the CAT software have been made.
Planned between January to June 2017 is the completion of the empirical research.

The possibility of assessing audiovisual competences is based on the premise of
(Stornaiuolo et al., 2009), that in order to understand what needs to be asseseed, it is
necessary to know the type of multimodal messages that are being worked out and the
assessment tool needs to be sensitive to today’s youngsters, who are “designers of
complex meanings acrosss a variety of semiotic practices” (Stornaiuolo et al., 2009: 382).

Today’s students are likely to encounter multimodal communication tasks in their future
careers, and educators must address curriculum that prepares a visually literate citizen” (in
Brumberger 2005; Mills 2010 cfr. Doussay, 2015: 28)
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